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Summary
To provide a proposal for a cost effective next generation launch system, an internal R&D study was performed
to investigate a variety of concepts that could provide a sound balance between a wide payload range and low
life cycle cost. As an asset, the involved companies have considerable experience in the development and
manufacturing of tanks and structures for numerous launch vehicle programs in Europe. In house data bases and
tools were therefore used, together with Transcost 7.3 [1], to establish the cost estimations that were used to
compare and benchmark the concepts.
A payload manifest was established and extrapolated for an expected service life time of 20 years. Based on this
manifest the life cycle cost calculations were performed. The payload performance calculations were made with a
simple rocket equation tool and verified for the finally selected configuration by ASTOS trajectory analyses. This
configuration, a common core booster concept, was selected due to its low life cycle cost and its wide range of
payload capacity. It was further investigated with focus on reduction of manufacturing and operational cost and
technical detail solutions for selected components.
1. REQUIREMENTS FOR A NEXT GENERATION LAUNCHER
To perform the in house study, a set of requirements was established without regard to the ones used within the
FLPP program. The reason for that was to provide an environment that allows new approaches to launch vehicle
conception without too much constriction.
The basic requirements used within this study are:
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

A payload range from 3t to about 10t to GTO should be covered
Intermediate steps should be provided to close the gap between 3t and 10t GTO
The NGL system should provide launch solutions for all commercial and institutional satellites and space
probes in single payload launches
Dual payload launches should be possible if required to reduce cost
A reduction of the number of different stages that are produced in parallel to the necessary minimum should
be mandatory
The NGL should be able to launch large ATV-class LEO payloads
The axial load factor should not exceed 4g
All vehicle variants of the launch system should use the same facilities for production, test and launch
Where possible the different stages of the launcher should use identical components

It is obvious that the required range of payload capacity cannot be obtained with only one dedicated launch
vehicle. The study therefore concentrated on the investigation of concepts for launch vehicle families.
2. LIFE CYCLE COST ESTIMATE
Reduction of life cycle cost was the main driver for all decisions made during the study. The LCC are composed
of the following fractions:
�
�
�

Development cost for stages and engines (non recurring)
Production cost for stages and engines (recurring)
Operational cost for the launchers (recurring)

The cost estimates for these cost shares are based on cost estimate relationships (CER’s) provided by Transcost
7.3 [1]. The stage production development and production cost were crosschecked with in-house data bases and
corrected if necessary.
A payload manifest (See figure 1) was established based on an intern database of payload manifests,
crosschecked with the FAA COMSTAC 2009 Commercial Space Transportation Forecast for Geosynchronous
Orbits [2]. The resulting manifest covers the potential market of GTO payloads between 2t and 8t for a 10 year
timeframe, resulting in approximately 20 commercially accessible satellites per year. This manifest was
extrapolated to an estimated service life time of 20 years and used for the calculation of the number of stages
needed during that life time and the associated production and operational cost. For the cost calculation it was
assumed that all payloads are transported in single satellite launches.
Beyond those calculable costs, additional means for cost reductions during development and manufacturing have
been identified that cannot yet be appraised within the scope of this study. Some of them are mentioned in
chapter 7.
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Figure 1: Payload manifest
3. INVESTIGATED CONCEPTS
There are different approaches to form a family of launch vehicles that cover a larger payload range. As the
required payload range within this study is quite large (3t – 10t) the following two approaches were considered
most promising:
�

The “Strap-on-Booster” approach uses a core vehicle that can be augmented with a certain number of strapon-boosters to fit to different payload mass requirements

�

The “Common Core Booster” approach uses a different number of identical stages, bundled together to form
the lower stage, and a common upper stage.

Based on those two approaches, four different launcher family concepts were established. They were calculated
for performance and scaled to identical payload ranges of 3t to 10t to allow a fair cost comparison. The concepts
shown in figure 2 were investigated.
A) A two stage core vehicle with a LOX / methane first stage and a cryogenic upper stage that can be
augmented by 2,4,6 or 8 liquid strap-on-boosters.
B) The same as A), except of the vehicle with 8 boosters that is replaced by a 3-core CCB vehicle.
C) A two stage core vehicle with a LOX / methane first stage and a cryogenic upper stage that can be
augmented by 2,4 or 6 solid strap-on-boosters.
D) A pure common core concept consisting of the two stage base vehicle of concept A) that can be augmented
by one or two additional core stages that are identical to the center core stage.

Figure 2: Investigated launch vehicle family concepts (GTO payload capacity in kg)
For these four concepts the life cycle cost estimates were performed as mentioned in chapter 2. The resulting
cost in work years are shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3: Life cycle cost comparison

4. CHOICE OF COMMON CORE STAGE FUEL TYPE
While the upper stage was conceived with the Vinci-engine from the beginning, the CCB core stage needs a new
engine development. With respect to cost, the choice of the appropriate fuel combination is crucial to achieve
lowest cost. Cost estimates were performed for launcher families based on the common core booster concept
and using hydrogen, methane or kerosene, each combined with LOX, for the CCB stage.
Unfortunately the Transcost model differentiates only between LOX / hydrogen and “conventional” fuel
combinations. As no LOX / methane engine was ever developed and produced in serial, there are no historic
data bases available for cost calculations.

Figure 4 shows the results of the fuel type
comparison. Due to the extremely high
cost, the LOX / hydrogen combination
was skipped. Because of the uncertainty
of the LOX / methane cost estimate, the
LOX / kerosene combination was chosen
as a baseline for further investigations.
Nevertheless, LOX / methane should be
taken into account as an alternative fuel
combination during future studies.
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Figure 4: Life cycle cost comparison
5.

THE NEXT GENERATION COMMON CORE BOOSTER LAUNCHER FAMILY

To better fit to the expected payload manifest, the
capacity of the basic single core launcher was
reduced to 2900kg and a fourth vehicle, consisting of
four CCB’s in the lower compartment, was added to
the family.
The proposed NGL family now consists of four launch
vehicles (see figure 5) with either 1,2,3 or 4 CCB
stages in the lower compartment and a common
cryogenic upper stage, based on the existing, reignitable Vinci engine. The launcher family can
launch any commercial or institutional payload to
various orbits and interplanetary trajectories. LEO
payloads of more than 25t can be delivered to an ISS
orbit by the largest launcher version.
The main task of the CCB family will be the launch of
commercial payloads to GTO. For the commercial
market the launchers can offer single payload
launches to give the customer a maximum of
schedule flexibility and independence, or dual
launches for customers who set more value on cost
savings than on flexibility.
Figure 5: The CCB launch vehicle family

5.1.

The single core CCB launcher
Single Core CCB Launcher

The smallest member of the launcher family is composed of one
CCB and the upper stage and has a payload capacity
comparable to the existing Soyuz launch vehicle. It is intended to
launch commercial GTO payloads up to a launch mass of
2900kg and LEO payloads up to a mass of 7900kg. Also all
orbits for scientific payloads (SSO, MEO) can be served.
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At launch the first stage’s engine will work at full thrust until the
load limit of 4g is reached. Then the engine is throttled down to
85% thrust. When the 4g limit is reached again, the engine is
throttled to 50% until depletion of fuel. After jettison of the first
stage, the upper stage engine is ignited for a 630s burn at full
thrust until the final GTO orbit is reached.
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The thrust sequence of the CCB-stage and the thrust to weight
ratio curves during a typical GTO mission are shown figure 6.
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Figure 6: The single core launcher

5.2.
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The primary mission of the launcher is finished after deployment
of the payloads. The upper stage will then perform a de-orbit
burn with its main engine or its attitude control thrusters to avoid
orbital pollution.

The double core CCB launcher

This launcher, consisting of two CCB’s and the upper stage, can
launch commercial GTO payloads up to a launch mass of
5400kg and LEO payloads up to a mass of 12300kg.
At liftoff the center CCB works at full thrust and the side CCB at
85%, resulting in a vertical ascend. Approx. 10s after liftoff the
side CCB is throttled up to 100% thrust to minimize the
launchers overall gravity loss. To reduce lateral loads on the
launcher, the side CCB is throttled down again to 85% thrust
prior to max Q transition to reduce the angle of attack to 0°.
After max Q transition, the center CCB will be throttled down to
50% and the side CCB throttled up to 100% thrust. The
maximum angle of attack of about 4.8° and the maximum lateral
acceleration of about 0.34g occur near the end of this flight
phase. When the axial acceleration reaches the maximum of 4g,
the side CCB will be throttled down stepwise to 50%.
The side CCB is jettisoned when its fuel is spent while the center
CCB continues its flight at 50% thrust until its fuel is also
exhausted. Then the upper stage takes over.
Thrust sequence, resulting AoA, lateral load factor and thrust to
weight ratio during mission time are summarized in figure 7.
Figure 7: The double core launcher
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5.3.

The triple core CCB launcher

The triple core CCB launcher, with its GTO payload of 9100kg,
covers the payload capacity of the current Ariane 5 ECA. It is
intended to launch either two medium size payloads or one
larger payload to GTO, or very large exploration payloads of the
ATV class to LEO.
At liftoff all three engines work at 100% thrust. To save fuel for
later flight phases, the center CCB’s engine will be throttled
down to 50% thrust after ca. 30s. When an axial acceleration
load of 4g is reached, the side CCB’s are also throttled stepwise
to 50% thrust to stay within this 4g limit.
After the two side CCB’s are jettisoned, the center CCB can be
throttled up again to 85% for a certain time to reduce gravity loss
during that flight phase.
To stay within the 4g axial acceleration load limit, the center CCB
needs to be throttled back down to 50% when that load is
reached again.
The thrust sequence of the CCB-stages and the thrust to weight
ratio curves for a typical GTO mission are shown figure 8.

Figure 8: The triple core launcher

5.4.

The quadruple core CCB launcher

The most powerful member of the CCB launcher family is
composed of one center CCB, surrounded by three side CCB’s
in a 120° spacing and the standard upper stage.
With a GTO capacity of more than 11t it is able to lift even the
largest current communication satellites in dual missions, if
required, but the most likely application area of this launcher is
the transportation of large LEO payloads like an evolved ATV
with a payload mass of more than 25 tons.
The three side CCB’s will work at maximum thrust for liftoff while
the center CCB launches with only 85% thrust. After some 50s
the center CCB will be throttled down to 50% to save its fuel for
later flight phases.
When the 4g load limit is reached, the side CCB’s thrust will be
throttled stepwise to 50%. After jettison of the three side CCB’s,
the thrust of the remaining center CCB will be throttled up again
to 85% to reduce gravity loss. In a last throttling maneuver, the
acceleration load will again be kept within the 4g load limit.
The flight data are shown in figure 9.

Figure 9: The quadruple core launcher

6.
6.1.

COMPONENTS OF THE CCB LAUNCH VEHICLE SYSTEM
The CCB core stage

The CCB stage, as main element of the launcher concept has to fulfill two roles:
�

As center CCB it is the backbone of the whole vehicle. All lateral maneuver loads are transferred through
that stage to the upper compartment

�

As side CCB it is mounted to the center CCB by struts at the aft end to transmit all lateral loads to the center
CCB. A structure on top of the side CCB transmits the axial loads to the interstage adapter.

A vital characteristic of the launcher concept is the fact that all CCB’s are completely identical and are not
designated to their role in the launch vehicle at manufacturing. Despite the fact that the CCB’s cannot be
optimized for their different roles, this is a major factor for a cost effective serial production of CCB’s. It can be
expected that the cost savings earned by efficient serial production will outweigh a mass penalty, due to that nonoptimization.
The main components of the CCB stage, as shown in figure 10, are:
�

The propulsion section, consisting of the main engine, propulsion subsystems, thrust structure, TVC
equipment, launch pad connection structure, ground couplings for fuel and oxidizer tanking and joints for
CCB connection struts.

�

The fuel tank, composed of two spin formed domes, two Y-rings and four cylinder panels.

�

The intertank structure, probably manufactured as a CFRP-sandwich structure.

�

The LOX tank as a stretched version of the fuel tank but with different insulation and internal equipment

The main driver for the CCB architecture is simplicity and cost efficient serial manufacturing. A common bulkhead
architecture for the CCB’s tank system should be investigated during subsequent studies, but be introduced only
if significant cost savings can be obtained.
The main engine architectural philosophy is similar to the low cost approach that was applied to the RS-68
engine of the Delta 4 launcher [3], the Viking-H study [4] by SNECMA or NASA’s FASTRAC engine [5]. These
approaches use simple gas generator cycles, moderate combustion pressures, film cooled chambers and / or
ablative cooled nozzles.
The following technical data were used for the CCB stage’s performance calculations:
Gross lift off weight (w/o interstage)
Inert weight (incl. residuals)
Usable fuel weight
Stage diameter
Stage length (with separate tanks)

239 300 kg
19 140 kg
220 160 kg
3.6 m
28.4 m

Ratio of oxidizer and fuel
Isp at sea level
Thrust at sea level
Isp in vacuum
Thrust in vacuum
Combustion pressure

2.8
2 651 Ns/kg
3 500 kN
2 975 Ns/kg
3 927 kN
80 bar

Expansion area ratio
Engine mass flow (at 100%)

1:16
1 320 kg/s

Table 1: Technical data for the CCB stage

Figure 10: Components of the CCB stage

6.2.

The upper stage

With its thrust of 180 kN, the existing Vinci engine is the optimal choice for the upper stage of the CCB launch
system as shown in figure 11. Some synergies can be achieved by adopting parts of the stage’s subsystems
from the A5ME upper stage project, e.g. helium tanks, RCS system, fill and drain couplings, valves etc…
To achieve cost effective production, the diameter of the upper stage is identical to the CCB stage which allows
use of the same production facilities. It should also be aspired to use identical parts of the CCB as much as
possible like tank domes or Y-rings.
To date, a common bulkhead for a cryogenic stage must be considered a major cost driver, but nevertheless
such a configuration should be investigated and carefully traded for potential RC cost reduction. Until then, two
separate tanks are used as baseline configuration.
The stage will be equipped with a RCS propulsion system, e.g. based on hydrazine monopropellant thrusters, to
provide maneuver capability for payload release and stage de-orbiting maneuvers. It also contains all the flight
electronics and avionics equipment for the entire launch vehicle.
Gross lift off weight (w/o interstage)
Inert weight (incl. residuals)
Usable fuel weight
Stage diameter
Stage length (nozzle undeployed)

28 600 kg
3 715 kg
24 885 kg
3.6 m
12.6 m

Ratio of oxidizer and fuel
Isp at sea level

5.8
4 562 Ns/kg

Thrust in vacuum

180 kN

Combustion pressure

60 bar

Expansion area ratio

1:240

Engine mass flow

39.5 kg/s

Table 2: Technical data for the upper stage
6.3.

Figure 11: The upper stage concept

The interstage adapter

Similar to the Ariane 5 front skirt, the interstage adapter acts as the central load bearing system as all the axial
loads of the side CCB’s are mitigated trough it. A modular interstage adapter could accommodate to the different
number of side CCB’s. Three different panels are necessary to build the interstage adapters for all launcher
versions: a 120° panel, a 60° panel and a 120° panel with side CCB connector (see figure 12).

Figure 12: The modular interstage adapter

6.4.

Payload fairings and multiple launch adapters

A set of different payload fairings should be envisioned for the CCB launcher. A small fairing of 3.6 m or 4.0 m
diameter could be used for small satellites and probes. For the large GTO satellites there should be at least two
fairings of 5.4 m diameter but different lengths to keep a certain compatibility with Ariane 5 (see figure 13).
To be compatible to all payload adapters in use today, the standard Ariane 5 bolted interface of 2624mm
diameter should be maintained with the CCB launcher family.
Also a dual launch adapter, derived from the SYLDA should be available in different lengths (see figure 14)

Figure 13: Payload fairings

Figure 14: Dual launch adapters

7. INDUSTRIALIZATION
The optimization of the manufacturing flow for any launch vehicle is a key factor for cost effectiveness. To reach
a competitive cost situation for any NGL vehicle, independent of its design and configuration, the main
manufacturing, integration and test efforts should be concentrated at a minimum number of sites.
Assuming an annual production cadence of 25–30 CCB’s and 12–15 upper stages the introduction of intermittent
assembly lines (see figure 15) for the two stages of the proposed launcher system should be considered. The
propulsion sections of the stages could be pre-manufactured at the engine manufacturer’s premises and
delivered to the integration site as completely assembled and tested units.

Figure 15: Possible layout of a serial production facility

A vital requirement for future launch vehicle systems will be short term availability of launch services for the
customer. The CCB family concept, with its low number of different stages, allows such a “launch on demand”
service. Therefore it is recommended to hold a certain amount of stages (e.g. three CCB’s and one upper stage)
in intermediate storage at the Kourou launch site at any time. Although sea transport will stay the standard
shipping method, all stages can be air transported by existing standard AN-124 or Airbus Beluga airplanes in
case a stage is quickly needed at the launch site.
8. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER STEPS
In this in-house study, a variety of next generation launch vehicle concepts were compared w.r.t. minimum life
cycle cost. A common core booster (CCB) architecture, without additional strap on boosters, evolved as the most
promising concept to minimize recurrent cost while covering a large performance span. We therefore propose
that this type of concept should be further investigated in the frame of European concept studies.
This study presents a launcher family of four vehicles that covers a payload range between 3t and 11t to GTO
and is composed of only two different types of stages, a liquid common core booster which can be composed to
a first stage, and a liquid upper stage which is identical for all configurations. Some technical detail solutions, like
a modular interstage adapter, are considered as well as production and logistics aspects to address reduced life
cycle cost and provide enhanced flexibility.
Further refinement of the concept should address a trade-off of the propulsion system including fuel alternatives,
as well as detailed cost estimates involving additional industrial partners.
The proposed launcher family concept represents a promising basis to address the flexibility to cover a variety of
mission scenarios while minimizing production cost and providing operational flexibility for future European needs
for access to space.
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